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Abstract. LHCb at CERN, Geneva is a world-leading high energy physics
experiment dedicated to searching for New Physics phenomena. The ex-
periment is undergoing a major upgrade and will rely entirely on a flex-
ible software trigger to process the data in real-time. In this paper a
novel approach to reconstructing (detecting) long-lived particles using
a new pattern matching procedure is presented. A large simulated data
sample is applied to build an initial track pattern by an unsupervised ap-
proach. The pattern is then updated and verified by real collision data.
As a performance index, the difference between density estimated by
nonparametric methods using experimental streaming data and the one
based on theoretical premises is used. Fuzzy clustering methods are ap-
plied for a pattern size reduction. A final decision is made in a real-time
regime with rigorous time boundaries.

1 Introduction

Particle physics represents one of the hottest areas for the applications of Ma-
chine Learning research. Computational intelligence, understood as a group of
methods reacting to the environment in new ways, making useful decisions by
imitating intelligent organisms or social mechanisms is being used to tackle tasks
difficult to deal with, using standard statistical apparatus [3]; see also [7, 6].

The LHCb (Large Hadron Collider beauty) [8] experiment is one of eight
particle physics detector experiments collecting data at the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC), CERN, Geneva. It has been collecting proton-proton collision data
during Run 1 and Run 2 data taking periods from 2010 to 2012 and from 2015 to
2018 respectively. Its primary physics mission is to search for New Physics and
provide precise measurement of the charge-parity violation in the heavy quark
sector [12]. Thanks to its extraordinary tracking system, in time, the physics
programme has been extended and the detector became a general purpose in
forward direction with a high performance high level trigger system [1]. As the
experiment is currently undergoing a major modernisation increasing its instan-
taneous luminosity (and for the preparation for Run 3 that will start in 2021)
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the entire tracking system must be exchanged [11] and new readout electronics
capable of on-detector raw data processing must be designed [10]. Most of the
physics analyses in LHCb use, so called long tracks, i.e. trajectories of particles
traversing the whole active volume of the LHCb tracking system.

The goal of this contribution is to propose a new algorithm, based on princi-
ples of data mining, for detecting and reconstructing so called long-lived particles
in the revised detector scheme under new, more strict time and accuracy con-
straints. The problem of detecting such particles will be treated here as the
instance of the classification task, that is assigning a tested element x̃ to one
of the designated classes with known sets of representative elements. The re-
construction of long-lived particles for each analyzed track classifier should be
assigned one of the label: 1 if the track is associated with the long-lived particle,
and 0, if otherwise. The proposed algorithm relies on non-parametric construc-
tion of training patterns representing tracks of long-lived particles, with online
adaptation of this training set. In addition to that, the algorithm uses fuzzy
clustering for obtaining repeatedly a reduced representation of the training set.

2 Long-Lived Particles in LHCb

The most important, from the point of view of this paper, sub-systems of the
upgraded spectrometer are those comprising the tracking system: vertex detector
(VELO), upstream tracker (UT) and scintillating fibre tracker (FT); see Fig. 1.
The VELO is a pixel detector located around the proton-proton interaction
point and dedicated to precise measurement of charged particle trajectories.
The UT detector provides additional measurements upstream of the magnetic
field and is capable of reconstructing up to two space points. Finally, the FT is
designed to sample trajectories after the magnet and provides up to three space
points. The overall design goals of this system are to provide track reconstruction
with efficiency greater than 95% and average momentum resolution of 0.5% for
charged particles with momenta p < 20 GeV. Most of the physics analyses in
LHCb use long tracks, which are trajectories of particles traversing the whole
active volume of the LHCb tracking system.

The tracks reconstructed in the LHCb detector are divided into types depend-
ing on the sub-detectors in which they are observed. VELO tracks are defined
as those which have hits only in the VELO detector. Upstream tracks are de-
fined as those which have measurements only in the VELO and UT detectors.
Upstream tracks are also referred to as Velo-UT tracks. FT tracks are defined as
those which have hits only in the FT stations. Downstream tracks, which are the
subject of this paper, must have hits both in the UT and FT trackers. Particles
that are reconstructed as long tracks must traverse all of the tracking detectors.
These tracks provide the best momentum resolution.

Downstream tracks, that are the signature of long-lived particles, are cur-
rently being reconstructed at LHCb using a state-of-art PatLongLivedTracking
algorithms. The input of the algorithm constitutes a track segment container and
hits reconstructed in the UT detector. The FT tracks are prepared by a stand-
alone code that is not a part of the long-lived tracks reconstruction. In order to
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Fig. 1. A simplified diagram of the LHCb tracker system

increase purity of the input FT tracks they are processed by a multivariate clas-
sifier (binned Boosted Decision Tree) to discard bad candidates, e.g. segments
that do not represent a real particle. Selected candidates are then propagated
through the magnetic field to the UT tracker, assuming that they originate at
the proton-proton interaction point. The UT detector comprises four layers of
silicon micro-strip detectors divided into two stations UTa and UTb. Each sta-
tion is capable of providing one space point (for each reconstructed trajectory)
by probing x and y coordinates. The latter is measured by tilted by 5◦ and -5◦

layers UTau and UTbv also known as stereo layers, probing u and v coordinates
respectively. The algorithm is searching for one hit in either of the x-probing
layers which gives significant constraints on the flight trajectory of a particle.
Next, an attempt is made to match a hit in the remaining x layer. Finally, hits
are being searched for in the stereo layers. The hits are subsequently fitted with
a parabola and χ2 metric is calculated.

3 Proposed Approach

The algorithm being proposed here is divided into three separate phases. The
initial stage includes data preparation and parameter adjustment. It is carried
out before the experiment starts. This is followed by the on-line stage – the main
phase from the point of view of the entire LHCb experiment. It is implemented
in real time in the trigger circuit of the detector. Finally the calibration stage
involves the modification of parameters and updating the on-line algorithm.

3.1 Initial stage

Generation of mass density training patterns. The algorithm starts with
the creation of the f mass distribution density of detected long-lived particles
for each of the two kinds of particles which are K0

S i Λ. Due to the large number
of factors affecting the measurements, the normal distribution is assumed in the

form f(m) = 1
σ̂
√
2π
e−

(m−m̂)2

2σ̂2 , where the value of the parameter m̂ is established

using physical premises. To determine the value of σ̂, the Monte Carlo simulated
events, prepared by the LHCb collaboration, is used (with the sample large
enough for the estimator σ̂ to be stable with assumed accuracy).
Construction of the pattern of pairs of long-lived particle tracks. The
next step will be to create an n-element set W of unique reference pairs using the
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Monte Carlo detector model. Such a set is created for each kind of particle and
all described procedures is applied separately in regard of particle kind. Each
pair (wi ∈ W, i = 1, 2, ..., n) is described by the following parameters: particle
mass mi; coordinates (V ix , V

i
y , V

i
z ) of the vertex of primary particle decay; the set

of points (xia,1, v
i
1, u

i
1, x

i
b,1), (xia,2, v

i
2, u

i
2, x

i
b,2) belonging to the subsequent hits on

UT measurement planes, for the 1st and 2nd track from the pair, respectively;
FT-seed state-vectors si1 = (xi1, y

i
1, t

i
x,1, t

i
y,1,

q
p
i

1
) and si2 = (xi2, y

i
2, t

i
x,2, t

i
y,2,

q
p
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2
)

associated with the appropriate tracks. The pattern elements generated in this
way are then sorted relative to the coordinate x1,1 (hit from the first UT mea-
surement plane, and the first track of each pair) and divided into sectors of
length resulting from measuring accuracy. This allows indexing of the pattern
elements, which will significantly speed up the search for appropriate pairs at a
later stage. Each pair is also initially assigned the fuzzy membership µi = 1 in
the pattern set [4]. The pattern prepared in this way will then be transferred to
the LHCb trigger environment.

3.2 Online stage

The following section describes the procedure for finding pairs of long-lived par-
ticle traces from the data set. Such a set consists of hits from all UT detector
measurement planes and FT-seed state vectors from T1, T2, T3 detectors cre-
ated in earlier procedures. Due to the high frequency of intersection of proton
beams and because this procedure is only one of many carried out during the
experiment, it is necessary that the algorithm uses the least amount of both time
and memory resources. It must also be constructed with a perspective of parallel
implementation (in case of the execution comparing created tracks at this stage
of the algorithm is lost in practice). It consists of the following steps.

1. Hits from the UTax plane are assigned to the respective sectors created in
the initial stage, which allows them to be associated with pairs of tracks
from the pattern, assigned to a given sector or directly adjacent sectors.

2. For each pair of reference traces (wi) to which at least one hit has been
assigned, all UT measurement planes are searched in order to find the cor-
responding hits from these planes and the first trace from the pair. The
similarity criteria used result from technical measurement accuracy.

3. If at least 7 out of 8 possible hits on the UT detector were found, the best-
matched elements are found in the set of FT-seeds according to the corre-
sponding similarity criterion.

4. When the FT-seeds found in this way are sufficiently similar to the reference
ones for both pair of tracks, hits from the UT detector with matched FT-
seeds are marked as true tracks and forwarded for further analysis, which is
beyond the scope of the algorithm presented.

3.3 Calibration stage

As part of the experiment, calibration procedures are carried out, improving the
effectiveness of the procedure and adapting it to changing conditions. What’s
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more, in the period between experiment breaks, in parallel to the on-line algo-
rithm running, an update of the track pair patterns is launched and during the
next break, an improved pattern is loaded into the system. Data for modifying
the pattern are read from the buffer. Because the collected particles come from
the very end of the reconstruction process, they are assigned a mass of mi, along
with all parameters that describe pattern pairs.

Adding new elements to the pattern. For all new w′j elements, their sim-
ilarity d to the most similar element from the W pattern is determined: ∆j =
min
wi∈W

{d(wi, w
′
j)}, on the basis of which the decreasing function of membership

of an element to a pattern is determined. If the element most similar wi comes
from the experiment, then their degrees of belonging become equal to µj = µi,
while if wi comes from the Monte Carlo model, the membership is

µj =


1− 2

∆2
j

εµ2 , for 0 ≤ ∆j ≤ εµ
2

2
(εµ−∆j)2

εµ2 , for
εµ
2 < ∆j ≤ εµ

0 , for ∆j > εµ

, (1)

where εµ > 0 describes the maximum similarity deciding element’s acceptance.
Removing redundant elements. As the pattern increases in size, it is neces-
sary to remove excess elements. For this purpose, the elements of the pattern are
sorted according to the degree of the membership µi, and then k < n elements
with the lowest membership µi such that f̂(mi)− f(mi) > 0 are removed from
the pattern. In the above formula, f denotes the reference mass distribution
created at the beginning of the procedure, while f̂ describes nuclear mass dis-
tribution given in the form of the kernel estimator f̂(m) = 1

nh

∑n
n=1K(m−mih )

where K : R → [0,∞) denotes the assumed kernel function and h > 0 means
the smoothing parameter calculated by optimizing criteria [5].
Fuzzy pattern clustering. If the maximum acceptable size of the pattern is
exceeded, while maintaining high values of µ, it is grouped by the fuzzy c-means
clustering procedure [9]. Members of each of the K clusters are replaced by a
representative (in the form of a centroid of a given cluster) with the weight
ψi =

∑n
j=1 ci,jsj , where ci,j is a membership of the element j to cluster i. In

addition to reducing the size of the pattern, this procedure also allows the gradual
removal of Monte Carlo elements from the pattern, by replacing them with
elements designated by means of experiments. The set of patterns for particular
particle kinds is clustered separately.

4 Evaluation Criteria and Preliminary Results

The most important figures used to assess the performance of the downstream
tracking algorithm are reconstruction efficiency and ghost fractions. Both are
measured using simulated data samples by counting the number of correctly
reconstructed tracks and compared to the number of tracks that would be re-
constructed by a perfect algorithm. The latter tracks are called reconstructible.
This corresponds to the concept of classification accuracy [2].
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The following definitions are used within the LHCb experiment. A particle is
reconstructible as a downstream track if it is reconstructible as a FT track and
has at least one hit in both UTa and UTb stations. A particle is reconstructible
as a FT track if it has at least one x and one stereo hit associated to it in each
of the three FT stations. A particle is considered reconstructed as a downstream
track if at least 70% of the FT-station hits on a track are associated to it and
the track has no more than one wrongly associated UT hit. Based on these defi-
nitions one can construct two types of efficiencies: the overall tracking efficiency
εrec,tot and the efficiency related to the algorithm itself εrec,alg. The former is
useful for physics studies and represents the total reconstruction efficiency, i.e.
corresponds to the number of downstream reconstructed tracks divided by the
number of downstream reconstructible tracks. The latter also depends on the
efficiency of the FT tracking and is calculated by dividing the number of down-
stream reconstructed and FT reconstructed tracks by the number of downstream
reconstructible and FT reconstructed tracks. At the same time, it is worth men-
tioning that in our analyses electrons are discarded, since they undergo multiple
scattering and more energy loss than other heavier particles. In addition to the
efficiency functions ghost tracks must be also considered. Ghosts are a conse-
quence of large particle occupancies and finite detector granularity. We define
the fraction of the ghost tracks as Rghost which corresponds to the number of
ghost tracks related to the total number of downstream reconstructed tracks.

The presented algorithm has been preimplemented and integrated with the
LHCb test environment. Tests were carried out on data generated in a Monte
Carlo simulation and from real data from previous experiments. Because the
actual data consists solely of measurements, it is not known which of them
represents true particle tracks and there is no real possibility to fully reliably
determine the algorithm efficiency. A set of training patterns was generated
first. It consisted of about 250000 elements. A testing dataset, which was sep-
arately generated, consisted of the following particles: UT+T – 3815 particles,
UT+T>GeV – 2327, UT+T strange – 273, UT+T strange>5GeV – 122, noV-
elo+UT+T strange – 186, noVelo+UT+T strange>5GeV – 73 and 65621 par-
ticles of other types excluding noise. The tracking efficiency (εrec,tot) was cal-
culated with regards to the different particle types. The performance of the
algorithm was demonstrated in Table 1. Taking into account the preliminary
stage of the research it was found to be very promising. In all cases the majority
of particles belonging to each of the groups were correctly identified.

Particle type Tracking efficiency
UT+T 62.6

UT+T>GeV 75.6
UT+T strange 58.8

UT+T strange>5GeV 77.8
noVelo+UT+T strange 54.5

noVelo+UT+T strange>5GeV 66.7

Table 1. Tracking efficiency εrec,tot for tested particle types.
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5 Final comments

This paper presents an algorithm for detecting traces of long-lived particles us-
ing elements of data analysis and computational intelligence. The aforementioned
procedure is subject to numerous quality requirements as well as restrictions, es-
pecially the time needed for its implementation. This implies great possibilities to
modify the concept during its implementation, depending on the partial results
obtained. One of the planned research directions is the addition of a data valid-
ity mechanism known from data stream mining to the calibration stage, which
would allow, in the long term, to remove pattern elements for which similar
tracks are not found. In addition, this could improve the ability of the algorithm
to adapt to variable physical parameters of the detector.
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